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1. INTRODUCTION

Before the 1970s, the instrumentation and control
(I&C) functions in nuclear power plants (NPPs) were
developed by assembling elementary logic and analog
components such as printed circuits, relays, transistors,
resistors, and solid state devices. The system based on
analog technology is easily understandable and testable,
while also being very easy to maintain because only failed
components must be replaced. However, it is very difficult
to implement complex functions in systems using analog
technology and the system should be redesigned to add
new functionalities. In addition to this, in recent times,
manufacturers have become reluctant to supply analog
devices and boards that are used in I&C systems because
the cost of designing and maintaining analog devices and
boards constantly increases although the system that uses
analog technology still only has limited functionality [1].

In the 1980s, the I&C functions in NPPs were imple-

mented using software in microprocessor-based digital
systems. The programmable logic controller (PLC) was
used for the reactor protection system (RPS) in the late
1980s, and it was reliable and technically proven in many
industrial fields. Westinghouse developed a digital pro-
tection system, named the Q series. This was a hybrid
protection system that is composed of analog and digital
circuits. Westinghouse also developed a digital I&C
system package, the Eagle Family 21. The Eagle Family
21 was applied to the Sizewell B NPP. AECL developed
a programmable digital comparator (PDC) and applied it
to the CANDU-6 NPP. Siemens developed a protection
system, named Teleperm XS, and it was applied to the
Parks NPP in Hungary. In South Korea, the safety grade
PLC named POSAFE-Q was developed through the Korea
Nuclear Instrumentation and Control System (KNICS)
project [2].

Recently, there have been several attempts to imple-
ment I&C functions in NPPs using PLD technology, be-

The majority of instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in today's nuclear power plants (NPPs) are based on analog
technology. Thus, most existing I&C systems now face obsolescence problems. Existing NPPs have difficulty in repairing and
replacing devices and boards during maintenance because manufacturers no longer produce the analog devices and boards
used in the implemented I&C systems. Therefore, existing NPPs are replacing the obsolete analog I&C systems with advanced
digital systems. New NPPs are also adopting digital I&C systems because the economic efficiencies and usability of the
systems are higher than the analog I&C systems.

Digital I&C systems are based on two technologies: a microprocessor based system in which software programs manage
the required functions and a programmable logic device (PLD) based system in which programmable logic devices, such as
field programmable gate arrays, manage the required functions. PLD based systems provide higher levels of performance
compared with microprocessor based systems because PLD systems can process the data in parallel while microprocessor
based systems process the data sequentially.

In this research, a bistable trip logic in a reactor protection system (RPS) was developed using very high speed integrated
circuits hardware description language (VHDL), which is a hardware description language used in electronic design to
describe the behavior of the digital system. Functional verifications were also performed in order to verify that the bistable trip
logic was designed correctly and satisfied the required specifications. For the functional verification, a random testing
technique was adopted to generate test inputs for the bistable trip logic.
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cause PLD technology has been widely used by aerospace,
military, and other highly safety critical applications [3-5].
RPC “Raidy” in the Ukraine developed the FPGA based
I&C platform for safety applications in NPPs [6]; also,
CS Innovation in the USA developed an advanced logic
system (ALS) platform that is a FPGA based safety
system. The Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
adopted the ALS platform for use in the primary steam
and feed water isolation system in 2009 [7]. The FPGA
implementation of one channel in a CANDU shutdown
system number was performed in Canada. Furthermore,
the implemented system was validated in a hardware-in-
the-loop system using a training simulator [8].

The PLD-based system offers many benefits over
microprocessor-based systems. Only the necessary I&C
functions can be directly implemented in the PLD com-
ponent without complex system software, which makes
the qualification effort easier. It also provides higher
performance compared with microprocessor based
systems because it processes the data in parallel while
microprocessor based systems process the data sequen-
tially. Furthermore, obsolescence can be mitigated using
the portable register transfer level (RTL) design which
supports targeting new technologies.

In this research, the bistable trip logic in the RPS was
developed using very high speed integrated circuits hard-
ware description language (VHDL) for the application of
the PLD technology in safety I&C systems in NPPs. VHDL
is a hardware description language used in electronic
design to describe the behavior of the digital system. The
two primary applications of VHDL are in the field of
programmable logic devices (CPLD and FPGA) and in
the field of ASICs. The bistable trip logic has been de-
signed in the RTL using a synchronous finite state machine
modeling technique. Then, the bistable trip logic was
synthesized for implementation into the FPGA. The
functional verification was also performed in order to

verify that the bistable trip logic has been designed
correctly and that it satisfies the specified requirements.
For functional verification, the random testing technique
was adopted to locate bugs in the developed bistable trip
logic. During the random test of the bistable trip logic,
various code coverage metrics were assessed to verify
that the bistable trip logic was sufficiently exercised.
These metrics include the statement, branch, condition,
toggle, and finite state machine coverage.

2. MODEL OF FINITE STATE MACHINES

2.1 Finite State Machine
A finite state machine (FSM) is a mathematical ab-

straction model used to design digital logic. It is a behavior
model composed of a finite number of states, transitions
between those states, and actions. The operation of an
FSM begins from one of the states (called the initial state),
goes through the transitions depending on the input to
different states and can end in any available state. In a
digital circuit, an FSM can be built using logic gates and
flip flops within a programmable logic device. More
specifically, a hardware implementation requires a se-
quential logic block to store state variables and determine
the state transition, and a second combinational logic
block that determines the output of the FSM as shown in
Figure 1 [9]. The combinational logic has two inputs: one
being the present state (pr_state) and the other the external
input. It also has two outputs, the next state (nx_state)
and the external output. The sequential logic has three
inputs (clock, reset, and nx_state) and one output (pr_state).
The output of the combinational logic depends solely on
the current inputs. The output of the sequential logic
depends not only on the current inputs but also on the
previous state.
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A state transition diagram is an abstract diagrammatic
representation of a finite state machine as shown in
Figure 2. The classic form of the state transition diagram
is a directed graph that includes states, inputs, and outputs
[10]. It uses a circle to represent each state. The directed
arc between states represents the transitions from one
state to another. An arc is labeled with a combination of
input values that allow the transition to occur. The outputs
are denoted in the circle. When there is no transition
condition on the arc, it indicates an unconditional transi-
tion that causes the transition to the next state regardless
of the input values. In a state transition diagram, all pos-
sible combinations of the input values should be account-
ed for in each state, and no combination should be repeated
on more than one arc from a given state.

2.2 VHDL and Code Template
A hardware description language (HDL) is a pro-

gramming language for the formal description of electronic
circuits and, more specially, digital logic. It can describe
the circuit’s operation, its design, and its organization; it
also performs tests to verify its operation through simula-
tion. HDL is analogous to software programming lan-
guages, but it has one significant difference. Many pro-
gramming languages are inherently procedural with limited
syntactical and semantic support to handle concurrency;
however, HDL is a concurrent programming language in
its ability to model multiple parallel processes that auto-
matically execute independent of each other [11].

The two most widely used HDLs are VHDL and
Verilog. Once the code has been written in VHDL or
Verilog, it can be used to implement the circuit in a
programmable logic device (PLD) such as CPLD and

FPGA using the following steps: (1) Write the HDL code,
(2) Synthesis, (3) Translation, (4) Mapping, (5) Place and
route, (6) Bit stream generation, and (7) Configuration.
The synthesis in Step (2) is the process of converting the
code into a gate level netlist using a synthesis tool. In
Step (3), the translation is the process that prepares the
synthesized design for use within the PLD. The result of
this step is stored in a file in a tool specific binary format
that describes the logic design in terms of design primitives
such as logic gates, latches, and flip flops. The mapping
in Step (4) is the process that assigns the design primitives
to the specific physical elements in the PLD. During the
place and route step, the design blocks created during the
mapping process are assigned a specific location in the
PLD and interconnected with each other. The output
obtained from the place and route is converted into a bit
file and downloaded to the target device.

From a VHDL perspective, the combinational logic
and sequential logic in a finite state machine can be written
with a PROCESS that is the most general construct in the
VHDL for describing the behavior of the hardware. It is
characterized by the presence of IF, WAIT, CASE, and
LOOP commands, and by a sensitivity list containing all
inputs of the logic block. The statements in the PROCESS
block are executed whenever the value of any signal in
the sensitivity list changes.

Figure 3 shows an example of the code template
written in VHDL for implementation in the FSM. The
reset and clock signal appear in the sensitivity list of the
PROCESS block to describe the sequential logic. When
reset is asserted, the pr_state will be set to the logic’s initial
state. Otherwise, at the appropriate clock edge, the flip
flops will store the nx_state, thus transferring it to the

Fig. 2. State Transition Diagram.



PROCESS block of the combinational logic. The PRO-
CESS block for the combinational logic assigns the output
value and determines the next state of the logic depending
on the external inputs and present state [9].

2.3 Fractional Number Representation
While many applications deal with integer data, there

are increasing numbers of applications that must also
consider fractional numeric data. Many such applications
involve digital signal processing in which time-varying
analog signals are sampled from the field, converted to a
digital representation, and subject to numerical operations.
For example, the bistable trip logic in the RPS continuously
monitors the analog signals from the field and generates
a trip initiation signal whenever the monitored values reach
predetermined values. Therefore, bistable trip logic must
consider the fractional numeric data.

Unfortunately, VHDL provides a real number data

type for simulations only, not for synthesis. This means
that the logic design requires a method for the fractional
numeric data and its arithmetic operation. There are two
methods for this: fixed point and floating point. The fixed
point method is often used for computations because the
floating point method significantly increases the design size
and complexity. In this work, the fixed point representation
method has been adopted for fractional numbers and their
arithmetic.

In the fixed point method, the fractional numbers can
be approximated using a pair of integers (n, e): the mantissa
and the exponent. The pair represents the fractional number
as follows [12]:

a = n2-e.

The exponent e can be considered as the number of
digits that must be moved into n in order to place the binary
point. For example, when the mantissa n is an 8-bit un-
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Fig. 3. VHDL Code Template of a Finite State Machine.



signed binary number, 01100100, and the exponent is 3,
the fractional number is given by:

01100.1002 = 1 23 + 1 22 + 0 21 + 0 20 + 1 2-1 = 12.510.

The addition and subtraction of the two fixed point
numbers, a = n2-r and b = m2-r, are given by:

a + b = n2-r + m2-r = (n + m)2-r,
a – b = n2-r - m2-r = (n - m)2-r.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF BISTABLE TRIP LOGIC IN
RPS WITH VHDL

The RPS protects the reactor core and pressurized
coolant system by continuously monitoring selected
system parameters and initiating protective action if any
input parameter reaches a predetermined unsafe level. The
system is designed to prevent accidents. Each parameter
is monitored using four independent RPS channels desig-
nated A through D. The same parameter must indicate an
unsafe condition on at least two of the four channels before
the RPS initiates the protective action [13].

The RPS consists of measurement channels, bistable
logics, coincidence logics, and the circuits required to
ensure a rapid and reliable reactor trip if the same param-
eter in two or more channels reaches a predefined limiting
safety system setting. The measurement channels consist
of sensors and signal conditioning equipment whose
purpose is to convert the parameters being measured into
signals usable to bistables. The signals provided directly
to the bistables from the measurement channels are in the
form of analog voltages. The bistables compare these
analog voltages to the trip levels and generate trip signals.
Pretrip alarms are initiated below the trip setpoint value
in order to provide audible and visual indications of the
approaching trip condition.

3.1 Types of Bistable Trip Setpoint
There are three types of trip setpoint: the fixed setpoint,

the rate limited variable setpoint, and the directional vari-
able setpoint. With the fixed setpoint rising trip config-
uration as shown in Figure 4, the process input signal is
normally less than the trip setpoint. As the process input
signal rises through the pretrip or trip setpoint, the bistable
generates the pretrip or trip signal. When the bistable is
tripped, it decreases the trip setpoint by the amount of the
hysteresis. When the bistable is untripped, it restores the
trip setpoint. With the fixed setpoint falling trip config-
uration, the process input signal is normally greater than
the pretrip or trip setpoint. As the process input signal
decreases through the pretrip or trip setpoint, the bistable
generates the pretrip or trip signal. When the bistable is
tripped, it increases the trip setpoint by the amount of the
hysteresis; when the bistable is untripped, it restores the
trip setpoint.

The bistable operation with a rate limited variable
setpoint (VSP) is identical to that of the bistable with a
fixed setpoint. The bistable generates a pretrip or trip
signal when the process input signal reaches the level of
the trip or pretrip setpoint that exists at that time. However,
the setpoint value will change depending on the rising or
falling of the process input signal as shown in Figure 5.
The trip setpoint will track the process input signal using
the difference of the step adjustment value if the process
input signal changes at a rate that is less than the maximum
preset rate. The trip setpoint rises or falls at a fixed maxi-
mum preset rate when the process input signal changes
with a rate greater than the maximum preset rate.

The bistable operation with a directional VSP falling
trip configuration is identical to that of the bistable op-
eration with a fixed setpoint. The bistable will generate a
pretrip or trip signal when the process input signal reaches
the level of the trip or pretrip setpoint that exists at that
time. However, the setpoint value will change depending
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Fig. 4. Fixed Setpoint Trip Configuration.
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on the process input signal and external manual reset as
shown in Figure 6. The trip setpoint will track the process
input signal using the difference of the step adjustment
value if the process input signal rises away from the trip.
When the process input signal falls toward the trip, the
setpoint will be fixed, but can be decreased by the amount
of the preset step adjustment when the external manual
setpoint reset signal is asserted.

3.2 State Transition Diagram for the Bistable Trip
Logic
The state transition diagram representing the fixed

setpoint trip logic is simple and has two states: UNTRIP
and TRIP. As shown in Figure 7, when the reset signal is
asserted, the logic will be set to the initial UNTRIP state.

The state of the logic with a rising trip is the TRIP
state in the next clock cycle if the process input, PI, is
greater than or equal to the preset trip setpoint, T_SP.

The logic will transit to the UNTRIP state when the logic
is in the TRIP state and the process input is less than the
preset trip setpoint minus the preset trip hysteresis, T_SP
– T_HYS.

The logic state with a falling trip will transit to the
TRIP state in the next clock cycle if the process input is
less than or equal to the preset trip setpoint, T_SP. The
logic will transit to the UNTRIP state when the logic is
in the TRIP state and the process input is greater than the
preset trip setpoint plus the preset trip hysteresis, T_SP +
T_HYS.

As shown in Figure 8, the bistable logic with the rate
limited VSP trip can be designed with two logic blocks: a
setpoint calculation and a trip decision logic. The state
transition diagram of the trip decision logic is identical to
that of the fixed setpoint trip logic as shown in Figure 7.
The state transition diagram of the setpoint calculation
logic is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 5. Rate Limited Variable Setpoint Configuration.

Fig. 6. Directional Variable Setpoint Trip Configuration.



The setpoint calculation logic for a rising trip has
four states: FOLLOW, MAX RATE, MIN POINT, and
HOLD. The FOLLOW state is the state in which the
setpoint tracks the process input using the difference of

the amount of the step adjustment, STEP_ADJ, when the
process input is greater than the minimum preset setpoint
minus the step adjustment, MIN_T_SP – STEP_ADJ, and
the slope of the process input is less than the maximum
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Fig. 7. State Transition Diagram of the Fixed Setpoint Trip.

Fig. 8. Block Diagram of the Rate Limited VSP Trip Logic and Directional VSP Trip Logic.

Fig. 9. State Transition Diagram of the Setpoint Calculation Logic for Rate Limited VSP Trip.



preset rate, MAX_RATE. The MAX RATE state is the
state in which the setpoint rises at a maximum preset rate
when the process input changes at a rate greater than the
maximum preset rate. The MIN POINT state is the state
in which the setpoint is fixed at a minimum preset setpoint
when the process input is less than the value, MIN_T_SP
– STEP_ADJ. The HOLD state is the state in which the
setpoint is fixed at the previous setpoint when the trip
signal is asserted.

The setpoint calculation logic with a falling trip is
similar to that with a rising trip. The logic has four states:
FOLLOW, MAX RATE, MAX POINT, and HOLD. The
FOLLOW state is the state in which the setpoint tracks
the process input using the difference of the amount of
the step adjustment, STEP_ADJ, when the process input
is less than the maximum preset setpoint minus the step
adjustment, MAX_T_SP – STEP_ADJ, and the slope of
the process input is greater than the maximum preset rate,
MAX_RATE. The MAX RATE state is the state in which
the setpoint falls at the maximum preset rate when the
process input changes at a rate less than the maximum
preset rate. The MAX POINT state is the state in which
the setpoint is fixed at the maximum preset setpoint when
the process input is greater than the value, MIN_T_SP +
STEP_ADJ. The HOLD state is the state in which the
setpoint is fixed at the previous setpoint when the trip
signal is asserted.

A bistable logic with a directional VSP falling trip
can be designed using two logic blocks: the setpoint
calculation and the trip decision logic. The state transition
diagram of the trip decision logic is identical to that of

the fixed setpoint trip logic shown in Figure 7.
The state transition diagram of the setpoint

calculation logic is shown in Figure 10. The logic has
five states: FOLLOW, MIN POINT, MAX POINT,
HOLD, and STEP. The FOLLOW state is the state in
which the setpoint tracks the process input using the dif-
ference of the amount of the step adjustment, STEP_ADJ,
when the process input is less than the maximum preset
setpoint plus the step adjustment, MAX_T_SP + STEP_ADJ,
and the slope of the process input is greater than the zero
value. The MIN POINT state is the state in which the
setpoint is fixed at a minimum preset trip setpoint, MIN
_T_SP, when the process input is less than the minimum
preset setpoint plus the step adjustment, MIN_T_SP +
STEP_ADJ. The MAX POINT state is the state in which
the setpoint is fixed at the maximum preset setpoint when
the process input is greater than the value, MAX_T_SP +
STEP_ADJ. The HOLD state is the state in which the
setpoint is fixed at the previous setpoint when the process
input is greater than the minimum preset trip setpoint
plus the step adjustment, MIN_T_SP + STEP_ADJ, and
the slope of the process input is less than or equal to the
zero value. The STEP state is the state in which the trip
setpoint decreases by the amount of the preset step
adjustment when the external manual setpoint reset signal
is asserted.

3.3 Synthesis of the Bistable Trip Logic
The code of the bistable trip logic can be written based

on VHDL code template described in Figure 3 and the
state transition diagram modeled in Section 3.2. The written
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Fig. 10. State Transition Diagram of the Setpoint Calculation Logic for a Directional VSP Falling Trip.



code of the bistable trip logic can also be synthesized
using the various synthesis tools for implementing the code
into the programmable logic device.

In this work, the software tool LiberoTM (provided by
Actel) has been adopted for writing and synthesizing the
code. Figure 11 shows the synthesized results of the
bistable logic with a fixed setpoint rising trip. The logic
consists of two flip flops, two multiplexors, four invertors,
and four comparators.

4. FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION

The primary purpose of the functional verification is
to ensure that the design implements the intended func-
tionality. In this work, the black box approach has been
adopted for the functional verification of the bistable trip
logic. With a black box approach, the functional verification
is performed without knowledge of the actual design
implementation. All verifications were accomplished
using the available interfaces, without direct access to the
internal state of the design and without knowledge of its
structure and implementation.

4.1 Testbench and Random Test
For the functional verification, the testbench was

designed using SystemVerilog which supports object

oriented programming technique. As shown in Figure 12,
SystemVerilog allows the development of modular
components when designing a testbench; it also supports
the automatic creation of random test cases using a random
test technique [14]. In this work, the QuestaSimTM

software verification tool provided by Mentor Graphics
was used for the functional verification because this tool
supports SystemVerilog.

The testbench contains a generator, scoreboard, checker,
driver, and monitor. The testbench is connected to the
Design Under Test (DUT), which is the bistable trip logic
described in Section 3 with signals. The DUT inputs are
driven by a driver that separates the random test inputs
received from the generator into individual signals. The
monitor receives the individual signals from the DUT
and transits them into a data format that is used by the
checker. The generator automatically produces random
test inputs for the DUT and sends these to the driver and
scoreboard. A bistable trip logic with a fixed setpoint and
a rate limited VSP requires the process variable as input,
whereas the bistable trip logic with a directional VSP
requires the process variable and external manual setpoint
reset as inputs. The generator produces random values
for the process variable by randomizing the time interval
and the slope of the process variable during the time
interval. It also produces random values for the external
manual setpoint reset by randomizing the time interval
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Fig. 11. Synthesized Result of the Bistable Logic with a Fixed Setpoint Rising Trip.



and setpoint reset value during the time interval. The
scoreboard predicts the results of the bistable trip logic.
The checker compares the results from the monitor with
those from the scoreboard to determine whether the test
is passed or not.

The verification task is terminated when the test
satisfies the 100% code coverage criteria including the
statement coverage, branch coverage, condition coverage,
expression coverage, toggle coverage, and finite state
machine coverage.

4.2 Test Results of Bistable Trip Logic
Figure 13 shows part of the testing result of the bistable

rising trip logic using a fixed setpoint. The logic generates
the trip signal and decreases the trip setpoint by the amount
of the trip hysteresis when the process variable is greater

than or equal to the preset trip setpoint. The logic generates
the untrip signal and increases the trip setpoint by the
amount of the trip hysteresis when the process variable is
less than the trip setpoint.

Figure 14 shows part of the testing result of the
bistable rising trip logic using the rate limited VSP. The
logic generates the pretrip or trip signal when the process
input reaches the level of the pretrip or trip setpoint that
exists at that time. However, the setpoint value changes
depending on the rising or falling of the process input.
The trip setpoint tracks the process input using the step
adjustment value difference if the process input changes
with a rate less that is than the maximum preset rate. The
trip setpoint rises or falls at a fixed maximum preset rate
when the process input signal changes at a rate greater
than the maximum preset rate.

Figure 15 shows part of the testing result of the bistable
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Fig. 13. Random Testing Results of the Bistable Rising Trip Logic with a Fixed Setpoint.

Fig. 12. Testbench Configuration.



falling with a directional VSP. The logic generates the
pretrip or trip signal when the process input reaches the
level of the pretrip or trip setpoint that exists at that time.
However, the setpoint value changes depending on the
process input and external manual reset. The trip setpoint
tracks the process input using the difference of the step
adjustment value if the process input rises away from the
trip. When the process input falls toward the trip, the
setpoint will be fixed, but can be decreased by the amount
of the preset step adjustment when the external manual
setpoint reset is asserted.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the bistable trip logic was designed in
RPS using a VHDL for the application of the PLD
technology in safety I&C systems in NPPs. The bistable

trip logic was designed in the RTL using the synchronous
finite state machine modeling technique. Then, the bistable
trip logic was synthesized for implementation in an FPGA.
The functional verification was also performed to verify
that the bistable trip logic was designed correctly satisfying
the requirements. For the functional verification, a random
testing technique was developed to generate random test
inputs for the bistable trip logic. During the random testing
of the bistable trip logic, the various code coverage metrics
were assessed in order to verify that the bistable trip logic
was sufficiently exercised. This included statement, branch,
condition, toggle, and finite state machine coverage.

PLD technology has many advantages such as perfor-
mance, simple architecture, and easy qualification. The
synthesized results demonstrated that it is possible to design
and implement the logic using PLD technology that has
the complexity required by the safety I&C systems. This
work also demonstrated that one verification issue related
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Fig. 14. Random Testing Results of the Bistable Rising Trip Logic using the Rate Limited VSP.

Fig. 15. Random Testing Results of the Bistable Falling Trip Logic using the Directional VSP.



to PLD based safety I&C systems can be solved using
the random testing technique.
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